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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA       *   CIVIL ACTION 
 
 Plaintiff         *   NUMBER: 12-1924 
 
   v.        *   SECTION: E 
 
THE CITY OF NEW ORLEANS              * 
                                                                              
 Defendant          * 
 
 

* * * 

ERRATA SHEET REGARDING PROPOSED CONSENT DECREE 

1. Caption changed to reflect case number and section assignment. 

2. ¶ 4:  commas added before and after the phrase “and the claims arose in.” 

3. ¶ 10:  The following sentence was added at the end of the paragraph:  “The assertion of 

such privilege would be decided by the court with jurisdiction over the action, motion, subpoena, 

or request for disclosure.” 

4. ¶ 14.a):  “a” added before “knife or stick.” 

5. ¶ 14.h):  hanging hyphen in “well-documented” moved to next line. 

6. ¶ 14.r):  “firearms” changed to “firearm.” 

7. ¶ 14.vvv) (formally uuu):  numbering fixed. 

8. ¶ 17:  “policy” and “procedure” each made plural. 

9. ¶ 21:  “s” added to two instances of “object.” 

10. ¶ 21:  “Stop” changed to “Stops” and “Arrest” changed to “Arrests.” 

11. ¶ 22:  numbering format changed to be consistent with rest of Consent Decree. 

12. ¶ 25:  “s” added to “report” to agree with subject. 

13. ¶ 28:  comma added after “overarching.” 

14. ¶ 31:  “pursuit” changed to “pursuits.” 

15. ¶ 40: added “or entering a confined space, such as a crawl-space.” 

16. ¶ 43: added “except where the suspect is hiding in a confined space (e.g. a crawl space) 

and refuses to surrender.”  Restructured paragraph to make clearer. 
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17. § III introductory paragraph:  “effect” changed to “affect.” 

18. ¶ 59:  comma removed after “subject.” 

19. ¶ 65.c):  additional space added after colon. 

20. ¶ 65.c):  “a member” changed to “members.” 

21. ¶ 70:  “SOD’s” changed to “the Special Operations Division’s.” 

22. ¶ 72:  hanging hyphen in “after-action” moved to next line. 

23. ¶ 76:  comma removed after “uniform.” 

24. ¶ 82:  hanging hyphen in “force-related” moved to next line. 

25. ¶ 86.e):  extra space removed after “statement.” 

26. ¶ 97:  comma added after “as necessary.” 

27. ¶ 101:  “any” added after “and.” 

28. ¶ 101:  commas changed to semicolons. 

29. ¶ 107.d):  extra space before “including” removed. 

30. ¶ 108.d):  extra space before “If” removed. 

31. ¶¶ 113.f)(2) and (5):  font of apostrophes changed. 

32. ¶ 115:  “of the Effective Date” added after “Within three years.” 

33. ¶ 117:  hanging hyphen in “lecture-based” moved to next line. 

34. ¶ 118:  hanging hyphen in “in-service” moved to next line. 

35. ¶ 119:  extra space removed between “to” and “offer.” 

36. ¶ 125:  “or gender identity” added after “sexual orientation” to mirror language used in 

¶ 127. 

37. ¶ 132:  comma added after “privacy.” 

38. ¶ 149.f):  “the apparent” added before “race” to make consistent with preceding clause. 

39. ¶ 151:  hanging hyphen in “non-disciplinary” moved to next line. 

40. ¶ 154:  hyphen added to “personally identifying.” 

41. ¶ 162.b):  “and” removed after semicolon. 

42. ¶ 162.e):  semicolon moved inside quotation marks. 

43. ¶ 164:  hanging hyphen in “pre-interview” moved to next line. 

44. ¶ 177:  hanging hyphen in “non-enforcement” moved to next line. 

45. ¶ 181:  numbering format changed to be consistent with rest of Consent Decree. 
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46. ¶ 187:  extra space removed before “Where.” 

47. ¶ 189.f):  “Communication” changed to “Communications.” 

48. ¶ 191:  extra space removed between “and” and “this.” 

49. ¶ 191.e):  modified so that it is two separate paragraphs.  “Basic command of Spanish or 

Vietnamese, for officers assigned to Districts with significant LEP populations” now in ¶ 191.f). 

50. ¶ 201.a):  period changed to semicolon. 

51. ¶ 206:  “ISB” changed to “Investigative Services Bureau.” 

52. ¶ 208:  hanging hyphen in “drug-facilitated” moved to next line. 

53. ¶ 212:  comma added after “policies and procedures.” 

54. ¶ 214:  “has” changed to “have.” 

55. ¶ 217:  “of” changed to “or.” 

56. ¶ 220:  “4”changed to “four.” 

57. ¶ 228:  semicolon changed to comma and “and” added between “developing community 

partnerships” and “participating in public meetings.” 

58. ¶ 224:  extra space removed between “adequate” and “number.” 

59. ¶ 226:  “8” changed to “eight.” 

60. ¶ 233:  “publically” changed to “publicly.” 

61. ¶ 241:  extra space removed after “Civil Service.” 

62. ¶ 242:  hanging hyphen in “non-discriminatory” moved to next line. 

63. ¶ 245:  “the” added before “recruit training academy” and “and” removed before “all in-

service training.” 

64. ¶ 247:  hanging hyphen in “Department-Wide” moved to next line and capital “W” in 

“Department-Wide” changed to lowercase. 

65. ¶ 248:  extra space before “two” removed. 

66. ¶ 248:  “and” added before “a representative from the FBI, the District Attorney’s office, 

the USAO, and the City Attorney’s Office.” 

67. ¶ 251:  comma added after “federal law.” 

68. ¶ 254:  “XIX.E.” changed to “XII.E.” 

69. ¶ 255:  hanging hyphen in “in-service” moved to next line. 
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70. ¶ 257:  extra space before “Within” removed and commas added before and after “and 

incorporate the requirements of.” 

71. ¶ 267:  comma removed after “progression.” 

72. ¶ 268:  hanging hyphen in “de-escalation” moved to next line. 

73. ¶ 275:  hanging hyphen in “field-training” moved to next line. 

74. ¶ 279:  “dependant” changed to “dependent.” 

75. ¶ 282:  “method” changed to “methods.” 

76. ¶ 283:  extra parentheses removed. 

77. ¶ 295:  “twelve months” changed to “365 days” 

78. ¶ 296.j):  semicolon changed to period. 

79. ¶ 300:  extra space removed before “supervisor.” 

80. ¶ 302:  “twelve  months” changed to “365 days”  

81. ¶ 305:  “for officers” added so that sentence reads:  The City agrees to work with Civil 

Service to create opportunities for officers to be placed on the promotional list at least every two 

years. 

82. ¶ 313:  hanging hyphen in “non-disciplinary” moved to next line. 

83. ¶ 314:  extra space before “All” removed. 

84. ¶ 319.f):  comma removed after “records.” 

85. ¶ 320:  extra space removed before “or similar charges.” 

86. ¶ 328g:  “consistent with NOPD’s state-approved document retention schedule” added to 

clarify that provision is consistent with Louisiana law. 

87. ¶ 333:  “and” added before “shall remain independent from actual or perceived influence 

by NOPD.” 

88. ¶ 358:  period removed after “FTO.” 

89. ¶ 363.e):  comma removed after “employer.” 

90. ¶ 364:  hyphen added to “seven day.” 

91. ¶ 365:  hyphen added to “24 hour.” 

92. ¶ 367:  extra space removed after “Registration.” 

93. ¶ 367.a):  “a” removed before “secondary employment.” 

94. ¶ 376:  extra space removed before “infraction.” 
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95. ¶ 381:  extra spaces removed before “Officers.” 

96. ¶ 383:  extra spaces removed after “365” and between “NOPD” and “agrees.” 

97. ¶ 383:  semicolon added between “failure to take a complaint” and “failure to report 

misconduct or complaints.” 

98. ¶ 411:  comma removed after “officer.” 

99. ¶ 414:  extra space removed after “resolve.” 

100. ¶ 420:  “ten” changed to “10.” 

101. ¶ 421:  comma removed after “consistent.” 

102. ¶ 426:  In last sentence of paragraph, “shall” changed to “should.” 

103. § XVIII. Introductory Paragraph:  comma removed after “trends.” 

104. ¶ 433:  “toward” added between “progress” and “meeting.” 

105. ¶ 435:  “and” added before “business and religious groups.” 

106. ¶ 437.a):  extra space removed before “community.” 

107. § XVIII.E:  extra space removed before “Community.” 

108. ¶ 443:  “will” changed to “may.” 

109. ¶ 445:  comma added after “responsibilities.” 

110. ¶ 448.a):  “Force” changed to “force.” 

111. ¶ 448.a)(4):  “Force” changed to “force” and comma added after “policy.” 

112. ¶ 448.b):  “the” changed to “The.” 

113. ¶ 448.b)(2):  comma added after “i.e.” 

114. ¶ 448.c)(1):  extra space removed before “particular.” 

115. ¶ 448.c)(2):  “homicide” changed to “Homicide.” 

116. ¶ 448.c)(3):  hyphen added to “non LEP” and comma added after “NOPD.” 

117. ¶ 450:  changed “12 months” to “365 days” 

118. ¶ 451:  period added after “constitutional policing” and extra space removed. 

119. ¶ 454:  “may” changed to “shall” so that sentence reads:  “The Monitor shall coordinate 

with the IPM in conducting these use of force and misconduct investigation reviews.”  

120. ¶ 456:  “and shall submit such stipulation to the Court for approval” added after 

“accordingly.” 
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121. ¶ 459:  “may” changed to “shall” so that sentence reads:  “In conducting its assessments, 

reviews, and audits, and in developing its monitoring plan and review methodologies, the 

Monitor shall coordinate and confer with the IPM to avoid duplication of effort and expenses.”  

122. § XIX.J:  “between” changed to “Between.” 

123. ¶ 460:  comma added and “and” removed after “Superintendent.”   

124. ¶ 461:  comma added after “reports.” 

125. ¶ 463:  “Monitoring” changed to “Monitor.” 

126. ¶ 469:  “and” removed before “the City’s assessment of the status of its progress.” 

127. ¶ 469:  “six months” changed to “180 days” 

128. ¶ 470:  extra space removed after “hearings.” 

129. ¶ 477:  removed: “The Parties have agreed to use New Orleans’ procurement process in 

selecting the Monitor,” as the process has been revised consistent with the Court’s instruction.  
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